City of Ann Arbor
c/o Dr. Missy Stultz
RE: A² ZERO Initiative

Vortech Energy is a technology based company, based in Florida, that has transcended innovation in the renewable energy field, more specifically in electrical generation. We license our technology to entities that produce generation (cities, utilities or non-utility generators).

The problem with today’s energy field is the current methods produce intermittent electricity.

- Solar leaves you in the dark. Wind leaves you in calm. The Grid is failing.
- Hydrogen is dangerous. Nuclear is threatening.

*The Proper Solution is Vortech Technology*

Vortech Technology:

- Annual energy output is 8,640MWH per 1MW.installed
- Works 24/7 in any climate
- Space needed (1MW requires 300 sq. ft)
- No cost of operation with Zero emissions
- Point of use generation, can be installed at sub-stations
- Built-in Redundancy eliminates power outages
- 20 year life expectancy with minimal maintenance
- No limit on capacity of output, each unit can vary in size

Is Vortech Technology the right fit for the City of Ann Arbor:

- Can Ann Arbor encompass innovative change?
- Can Ann Arbor envision the future of renewable technology?
- Can Ann Arbor benefit when given an opportunity?
- Does Ann Arbor want to meet their 2030 renewable energy goals?
If so, we would like to extend an opportunity for Ann Arbor to partner with us and bring their city into the next generation of renewable technology.... Vortech Technology.

Vortech would design and implement the project with the contractors, installers and operators of the generation facilities needed to power Ann Arbor. Once under contract, the time frame for an installation would be approximately 2-3 years, well within your 2030 goal. Three years, then .... 20 years of GREEN energy!

If so, we would like to extend an opportunity for Ann Arbor to partner with us and bring their city into the next generation of renewable technology.... Vortech Technology.

To get started towards the next generation in renewable energy, please reach us at:

    phone 770.401.0239  or  email  mike@VortechEnergy.com

Best Regards,

Mike Blankenship
CEO/Founder

Renewable energy is a journey ..... Vortech Energy is the destination